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Abstract
The design blood bank operation system is known to be a design that's designed for the blood bank to gather blood from colorful sources and distribute it to the indigent people who have high conditions for it. The operation is designed to handle the diurnal deals of the blood bank and search the details when needed. It also helps to register the details of benefactors, blood collection details as well as blood issued reports. The operation is designed in such a manner that it can suit the requirements of all the blood bank conditions in the course of future. idea of this design is to maintain the Blood Bank System. They've to maintain patron details, Blood details. “ Blood Connect ” is a Web-grounded design developed in PHP platform. This operation design provides an easy and fast way to search for blood. This web operation enables druggies to find blood in exigency situations
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1. Introduction
The main end of developing this system is to give blood to the people who are in need of blood. The figures of persons who are in need of blood are adding in large number day by day. Using this system stoner can search blood group available in the megacity and he can also get contact number of the patron who has the same blood group he needs. In order to help people who are in need of blood, this Blood Bank operation system can be used effectively for getting the details of available blood groups and stoner can also get contact number of the blood benefactors having the same blood group and within the same megacity. So if the blood group isn't available in the blood bank stoner can request the patron to contribute the blood to him and save someone life. Using this bank operation system people can register himself or herself who want to contribute blood. To register in the system they've to enter their contact information like address mobile number etc.

1.1 OBJECTIVE
The chance of people giving blood is adding day by day due to mindfulness to contribute blood for those demanded. The blood entered have to be managed completely so that there will be no negative effect to the blood receiver once they entered blood. The blood donation event schedule is typically announced to the public so that they are apprehensive of the blood donation crusade period. At the blood house unit, the staffs and nurser are only informed about the blood donation schedule for each month on the whiteboard at the blood house. So they are using homemade way in informing. The end of developing Blood.
2. EXISTING SYSTEM
In being system the blood bank operation system displayed at a lot of ineffectiveness and inefficiency that had brought impact taken by operation. The system which was homemade that's grounded on paper card to collect blood patron data, keep record of blood benefactors and circulate results to blood benefactors, had weakness that demanded IT grounded results. The system was characterized by detainments and occasionally failure to pierce literal records; crimes were witnessed in entry and homemade analysis of results, secretiveness and confidentiality of records demanded because unauthorized persons could fluently pierce the records.

2.1.1 DISADVANTAGES
Limitation of the Manual system.
It is time consuming.
It leads to error prone results.
It consumes lot of manpower to better results.
It lacks of data security.
Retrieval of data takes lot of time.
Percentage of accuracy is less.
Reports take time to produce.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed Blood patron information system helps the people who are in need of a blood by giving them all details of blood group vacuity or regarding the benefactors with the same blood group. This is a web operation allows you to pierce the whole information about Blood patron operation, readily scalable and adaptable to meet the complex need of Blood Banks Who are crucial Facilitator for the Healthcare Sector, it also supports all the functionalities of Blood Bank.

3.1 ADVANTAGES
• The people in need of blood can search for the benefactors by giving their blood group and megacity name. • It saves time as he can search benefactors online without going anywhere. • Using this system stoner can get blood in time and can save and then our system work, whenever a person need blood his progeny information of the person who has the same blood group needs.

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem arises when the space handed isn't enough. The medium used to inform the staff about the schedule of the month is using whiteboard and it's written by using whiteboard marker. thus, the jotting tends to come unclear. The public didn't have knowledge about blood donation. There are leaflets distributed to the patron but not to the public because they only available at blood donation house. Hence, the public aren't getting any details information about blood donation unless they go to the blood donation house.

5. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
The blood transfusion safety is still a major issue for the public's health. The public's confidence in its superior healthcare system is ensured by the availability of blood products for all blood types and the guarantee of their safety. However, the Sultanate's morbidity and mortality continue to be impacted by the lack of essential blood products and the distribution of dangerous blood products. It is anticipated that the implementation of an online blood bank management system will increase or improve the safety of blood transfusions. Risks related to incomplete blood donor documentation and lost records can be reduced or completely avoided. Additionally, procedures regarding the collection, storage, and inventory of blood bags will be system and organized, which will enhance healthcare administration.

6. SYSTEM DESIGN
6.1 ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
Exertion illustration displays a special state illustration, where utmost of the state are action countries and utmost of the transitions are touched off by completion of the action in the source countries. The exertion can be described as an operation of the system. So the control inflow is drawn from one operation to another. This inflow can be successional, fanned or concurrent. exertion plates deals with all type of inflow control by using different rudiments.

6.2 USECASE DIAGRAM
A use case diagram at its simplest is a representation of a user's interaction with the system that shows the relationship between the user and the different use cases in which the user is involved. In this context, a "system" is something being developed or operated, such as a web site. The "actors" are people or entities operating under defined roles within the system.
6.3 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

A sequence illustration shows object relations arranged in time sequence. It depicts the objects and classes involved in the script and the sequence of dispatches changed between the objects demanded to carry out the functionality of the script. Sequence plates are generally associated with use case consummations in the Logical View of the system under development. Sequence plates are occasionally called event plates or event scripts.

7. CONCLUSION

The Blood Bank Management System is great design. This design is designed for successful completion of design on blood patron system. The introductory structure end is to give blood donation service to the megacity lately. Blood Bank Management System is a Web grounded operation that's designed to store, process, recoup and dissect information concerned with the executive and force operation within a blood bank. This design aims at maintaining all the information pertaining to blood benefactors, different
blood groups available in each blood bank and helps them manage in a better way Blood Bank donation system can collect blood from numerous angels in short from colorful sources and distribute that blood to indigent people who bear blood. To do all this we bear high quality Web operation to manage those jobs.
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